We study the problem of estimating the integrated squared derivative of a periodic function, when the observations are incomplete and noisy. We derive a simple quadratic estimate which is asymptotically minimax among quadratic estimates. Our estimate is also rateoptimal among all measurable estimates.
Introduction
Suippose we observe noisy samples of a function f, I, = f(t,)) + Z,, i = I,...,n, where the 1, = -r + 2r(z/n) are equispared on [-s,s and the noise terms z, are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
according to a Gaiissian N(O, 2) distribuition. We are interested in estimating the quiadratic functional Q(f) = f_1 (ft)(t , and we know, a priori, that f2.(f()(t))2d1 < 1, where m > k.
Ouir ainm is to find estimaltors Q(v) for Q(f), and we evaluiate performance according to the worst-case mean-squared error slup1 E(Q(v) -Q(f))2. This is a problem of estimating a nonlinear functional of f from incormiplete. noisy data on f. Such problems have been addressed by lbragimov, Nemirovskii, and Has'minskii (1987) and by Fan (1988) . In general the study of such problems is jtust beginning, and precise opt.imnality restilts are unavailable. For related literatuire, see Levit (1978) , Hall and M1arron (1987) , and Ritov and Bickel (1988) .
We will show in this note that if we restrict attention to the class Q, of inhomogeneous qujadratic estimators Q(v) = e + ,,u' of the quadratic functional Q, and if we restrict attention to periodic fiunctions in Several remarks are in order. First, the estimator in question can be computed in order O(nlogn) arithmetic operations, which serves as partial compensation for our decision to restrict attention to quadratic estimators. Second, we will show that eveni by employing arbitrary measurable functions of the data as estimators, the rate (; )4' cannot he essentially improved. Third, the case r > 1/2 excluded by the above thfeorem corresponds to the case where estimates with rate of convergence a are available and classical methods are available.
An interesting aspect of ouir approach is the uise of-ideas frotn linear estimation to solve this problem. T'hat is, we transform the problem to a problem of estimating a linear fiunctional and use recent results of Donoho (1989) on minimax affine estimates of linear functionals to solve the problem.
In a final section we compare this result, which concerns optimal estimation in the prewsnce of stochastic noise, with the problem of optimal estimation in the presence of deterministic noise.
2 Minimax Quadratic Estimation
In sections 2 and 3 we consider an apparently (lifferent estimation problem. We observe data y, = e, + Z,, = 1,2,., where the z, are i. Say that, 9 is orthosvmmetric if, whenever 9 E 9, then also (±#,) E 9 for all possible sequences of signs (±). Fan's letnma savs that, if 0 is orthosvmmetric, then the minimax risk over rules in Q is attained hv rules itn QD A fiurther reduiction is possible. A diagonal shrinkage rule is anv (liagonal ruile with 0 < ,<q,, = 1, 2.
We denote the class of all such riules bv Qnc. Like the othfer lemmas in this paper, the following is proved in the appendix.
Lemma 1 Let 9 be orthosynrnmftric. For fstimatmnq thfh orthosymmetrc functional Q(O) = q the minima: quadratic risk is attained within the class. QD.C of diagonnl shrinkage riles.
The reduction provided by this lemma is essential to ouir paper. Let us indicate why. We record that E(y e2) = 82 V'ar(y -d2) = 4 292 + 2f4. Note that. the variance of Q(y) is heterogeneous it depends on 0. Hlowever, it turns oujt that for shrinkage ruiles, the heterogeneity is asymptotically negligible, in a cert-ain sense.
For example, suppose we are interested in t he ftinct ional Q(0) = , 02 Then shrinkage riles satisfv y < q, < 1 for all1 and so for all such ruiles, the heterogeneous term satsifies 4Zf '2 0 2 < (2 0.2.
If 0 is norm-houinded, so that 0@,2 < Af, say, then t.he heterogeneous term is tinifornily of order O(f2). Consequiently, in t.he cases where R'(f) >> f2, heterogeneitv is uinimportant.
Define, then, the pseuido-risk R(Q, 0) = (,( q _ , )02 + r)2 + 2e 4 4, q2
(1) this is the truie risk minius the heterogeneous term of the variance. Consider the tnininmax psetulo-risk RQ(e) = inf smmpR(Q, 0).
Qnrs e
By the above comments, If Q = , 092 and ( is orthosvnimiietric and norm-bounded, then R, -R< as f 0;
we call this the homogeneous variance approximation. The theorem is proved in the appendix. All other Theorems in this paper follow from Lemmas proved in the appendix, and argtiments in the main body of the paper.
Consider the problem of estimating the linear fuinctional L(x) , I,r, from data u =(u,), where u, = i, + tm,, and the ', are orthogonal randorn variables with zero mean and common variance mi'. We smppose that we know a priori that x E X, a convex suihset of I,. We ise estimates from the class A of affine rules 1,(u) = , i,lL, + c, ani(1 we wish to attain the minimax afline risk
A X
The problem is of interest here because of the following remnark.
EL(u) -L(x))' = (Z(I, _ 14r + e)' + 12Ej2 we get, the precise equality
Let us define
Then we have, under the correspondence above,
In other words, the minimax risk R7 may be evaluated by solving for the minimax risk among affine shrinkage estimates in a certain linear problem.
Say that X is contractiveif the nmapping (Ck defined by Ck(x) = (X,I...,...,,0,z&+i,...) is a contraction of X: In symbols
Combining (6) A thorough study of affine minimax estimation is given in Donoho (1989) . Define the modiilus of continuity 12(6) = sup{jL(xi) -L(xi)l : lxl -x-t1 < 6, x, E X). Definition. The orthosymmetric set 0 is qutadratically convex if the set X = 1(02) :0 E 9) is convex.
Note that Il-bodies O9p are quadratically convex iff p > 2. So the optimal estimator has q, = q ao(lI -b0A)+ The "minimax weights" (I -bo)+ are similar in form to those derived by Pinsker (1980) in solving a certain optimal filtering problem. We also remark that the optimal constant term eo for the estimator in question is To relate the results of the last two sections to the prohlem of the introduiction we take one intermediate step.
Consider (yet anot her!) estimation problem: we observe
where IV is a Wiener Process, started at W(-x) = 0, i.e. a Gaitssian process with EV(t) = 0, C(ov('(W1), W(s)) = r + min(,.q ).
We are again interested in estimating Q(f) = f" (f(m)(t))2dt and we againi know thiat. f E F,.
An isometry reduices this to a problem treated in sections 2 and 1. Define an orthonormal set of fuinctions (,) in L2(-s.,i by the ruiles <2,(1) = *a."zn(J) and p2,(t) = -cos( 't), for j = 12,.... Wit.h respect to this system, f has the Fouirier- Hlence the estimation problem of this section becomes a problem from section 2, with Q(O) = _ q9o2, and e = -2((r,)).
Alt.houigh the V, do not make up a complete orthonormal system (they are missing t.he constant function), the coefficients (y,) are sufficient, in the measure theoretic sense, for the problem we consider. Hence, for our purposes, observing Y is completely equivalent to observing the y = (y,). It follows that the minimax risk for estimating f ,,(fJm)(t))2dt using quiadratic functions of Y is equiivalent to estimating Q(9) using quadratic functions of y, etc.
Applying Theorems 2,3, and 4, we easily get asymptotically minimax quadratic estimates of Q. To work out the asymptotics, note that g,(b) = 2 Z j2(j2k -32') .. (15) We also get asymptotics for the optimal a) anid ho in TIhorem 4.
As F-0, bo(E) 2' 23/2r/12[2k + 2rri + l1 -/2(2,. and, as 92(b)/93(0) = 0(1) While a( -1, the optimal centering constant e0 -6/2. It tiurns out that, to get asymptotic minimnaxity, it is enough to use the asymptotic forms in these relations. So define 3(O) = 2 '/2r'/212k + 2m -I1 r/2E2 (16) and q= (9, -f3r,)+.
(17) 13 With extra calculations, which we omit, one sees that althouigh the coefficients (17) are not exactly minimax for any e > 0, the excess risk is of smaller order than RQ. This implies:
Theorem 5 Let r = 4rn-4k < 1/2. Put y, = J,f,pj(jdt), i = 1,2,.... let fi and q, be defined as in (16) 
Q. F".
llence the estimator Qo(k) is asvmptoticaliv imiinimax among quadratic estinmates based on Y.. For fixed k, define .,. to be the subset of F," consisting of those f with 9,(f) = 0 for i > k. If k < n -1, we may apply t.he quadrature formula (20) to get that, on an appropriate probability space, the first n -I empirical Fourier-Bessel Coefficients are identical in the two different models: y,=y,, i=l.n-i. 
uwherr no(6) was defined in Lemtma 6; and 6n X (2.
Combining these facts, and noting that (24) together with (19) give no(&o) = o(n), we get that for all sufficiently large n, no(bo) < n -I and, as m > 1/4,
inf(supR(Q,9) (by (2.5)-(26)j Q o_ = RQ( ).
and (21) is proven.
Ouir approach to Theorem I may be summarized as follows. We solved1 the problem for the white noise observations (12). T'hlen we showed that samplei data (18) are in some sense equiivalent to white noise observations (12). See Niisshatim (1985) for a specific instanice, and Low(1988), Donoho and Low (1989) , for some general resiults on "white noise approximation" in linear problems. The notion of rectangiular suibproblems which are equially as hard1 as the riull problem arises, in a different context. ini Donobo, Liu, and NMacGibbon (1989).
Rate Optimality
We now turn to the optimality, as regards rate, of our proposed estimate, not just among quadratic estimates, but among all estimates. To discuss this fully, we first consider the white noise model of section 2. As we saw there R< _ w2(e2). We now show that the rate w2(,F2) cannot be exceeded even by using arbitrary measurable estimates. (29) Let 
and the theorem will follow.
We (lescribe the constructcion. Let S = re2. Applying Letnmma 2 of Donoho (1989), the convexity, 12 nornm-closuire and tiormhoundedness of ( (02) The proof of this lemma is given in the appendix. Mo,dilo the assumption of closedness, the theorem is proveni. Now even without closedness, we may for each n > 0 find a pair Plof. iL, attaining (30) to within I/n and also satisfying (3 1). rhe theorem therefore follows in the more general case as well.
For many applications of this theorems, it would(i suffice to uise the approach of Fan (1988) . Our approach may be conipared to Fan's by saying that we test between vertices of two (possibly infinite-dimensional) hyperrectangles while he tests between vertices of two finite-dimensional hypercubes.
What sxems innovative in our approach is that the hyperrectangles we use are automatically derived for Ius from the moduilus 21 of continuity, rather than being found by trial and error. Ouir approach has a practical advantage, in that it is nonasymptotic, and a conceptiial advantage as well. It directly shows the (unusuial) "X(istiance" to he the kev qulantity in deriving a lower houind for nonregular quadratic fuinctionals.
In any event, let uis apply this to the model of the introdiiction. 
where nn was defined in Lemma 6.
Applying again (22), together with no(c2) = o(n), we get that for all sufficiently large n, no(ce2) < n -1, arid so The resilts of this paper, where t-he noise is assmirned randlomTi, make for an intereting comparison. As discuissedi in section 2. if J is an affirne fuinctional, and t.he ohsrrvations are contatnllnated with random white noise of varianit e it, the muiitiniax root mean squared error is between f(9)/2 arid Q(q). Ilence estimat.-ing an affine functional J, with a priori inforTnationi X, leads to essentially the same difficlilty of estimation, whether the noise is deterministic and chosen by an adversary, subject to the constraint that the norm of the noise vector he no larger than Y7. or whether the noise is random and of variance r2. Formallv.
(R'(q;J. X))' E-(q;J,X), u7 -0.
23
In fact. there exist estimators which perform very well in both problenms. Donoho (1989) has a fuller discussion of the correspondlence between t he statistical estimation problem and the optimal recovery problenm in the case of estimating affine functionals.
The result.s of this paper show that for estimating quijadratir fiinctionals, the correspondence no longer holds. In the statistical problem. the modiliuis w. ratrher than Q. controls the difficiulty of estimation. Not only are the two nmodili defined different.ly, thev can have completelv (lifferent asymptotics. For example, consider the funclet.ional Q(O) = ,o2. Consider the ellipsoidal class 0,, (dflined bv the constraint that, i2m92 < 1. Then Q < I on this class. It. follows that, 1?(A;Q.,O,)!, 26, for every m > 0. On the othefr hand, with r -= 4tr/(4m + 1). then w(6;Q, 0,)~5'. lIelene if r < 1/2, there is no longer a comparability betwefn deterministic noise of si,ze i and statistical noise of variance t,. ' The statistical problem is harder, int the sense that.
-(R(7; Q, 0 ))1/2-2 > » E(; Q,0) t1, t1 -n 0 24 8 Appendix: Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1
Consider the operation (q,) " (q,) defined by q, = max (O,min(q,,4,) ), i = 1. We will show that with an optimal choice of constant it, the induced estimator Q(y) = a + E, q.(y2 _-2) has, better worst case, 
Proof of Lemma 3
First, we show that we may take x., > -I., for = 1. For the final conclusion, note that if 0 E E0m, the formtilas above give (with I < i < n and i = 2j -1; the casei = 2j is analogous) I0,.n -0,1 = I 0,+2&n + C 02n . 
Proof of Lemma 9
The argument is similar to that for Lemma 7. Put. 6 = cc2. and use Lemma 3 with that 6. This gives sequence x-I = 0 and xi. 
